PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Doylestown Hospital needed a guaranteed system to correct the excessive moisture discovered in the new concrete slabs, and to achieve the tight tolerance necessary for the installation of sheet vinyl flooring in the new emergency addition.

Through exhaustive research, The Norwood Company concluded that the LATICRETE® SUPERCAP® System was the only cost-effective, turnkey system which could meet the requirements and mandated by this project.

Tight surveys were done, moisture was controlled with the use of Aquafin's SG3 moisture mitigation system, and the substrate was capped with a 5/8" application of LATICRETE SUPERCAP Fast. Finished flooring goods were applied in record time. No other system could provide the speed, accuracy and cost-effectiveness.

The "Power of the Pump" came through once again!

LOCATION
Doylestown, PA

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Norwood Company
Malvern, PA

ARCHITECT
FreemanWhite Architects
Charlotte, NC

FEATURES
78,000 Square Feet
2 Floors